AP DMPPUS TEMPDIR:PPU
*FIN
COMMAND PROCESSOR HERE
!NEWSYS SP
UNEXPECTED RETURN
!SERV
SERVICES HERE
*CHAIN TEMPDIR CODE
*FIN
COMMAND PROCESSOR HERE
!NEWSYS SP
NEWSYS LIVES! (MOUNT OUTPUT TAPE)
DISK SYSTEM DEADSTART TAPE SUCCESSFULLY MADE
COMMAND PROCESSOR HERE
!NEWSYS SYSTAPE
NEWSYS LIVES! (MOUNT OUTPUT TAPE)
DISK SYSTEM DEADSTART TAPE SUCCESSFULLY MADE
COMMAND PROCESSOR HERE
!PRINTER↑
PRINTER OUTPUT
TES DISK SYSTEM PRINTER DRIVER VER 4.1
ENTER TITLE LINE
PRE AND DUMP FOR KEITH↑
PRE AND DMP FOR KEITH......OCT-20......
SCOPE FORMAT CONVENTIONS ?
Y
FILE CLEARED
PRINTING ...
COMMAND PROCESSOR HERE
!LOGOFF
11:16:08 10/20/71
CONNECT TIME = 907.773.
CPU TIME = 128020223.
FIXED EGS = 3199399325.
NOT SLOTS = 0.
SWAPPED EGS = 6140137472.
TEMP DISK = 0.
MONEY = $5.341.
GOOD DAY
A

WE NOT ARRANGED FUNDING
THROUGH THE COMPUTER CENTER WILL BE UNABLE TO USE
THE SYSTEM BEGINING 25 OCT 71. FOR DETAILS INSPECT
†SYSMES PUBLIC† WITH THE EDITOR
22:56:23 10/20/71
PERMANENT DIRECTORY?

LOGOUT

CAL TSS VESIONPANIC
CAL TSS VERSION 2.0
ALL PERSONS USING TSS WHO HAVE NOT ARRANGED FUNDING
THROUGH THE COMPUTER CENTER WILL BE UNABLE TO USE
THE SYSTEM BEGINING 25 OCT 71. FOR DETAILS INSPECT
†SYSMES PUBLIC† WITH THE EDITOR
22:56:59 10/20/71
PERMANENT DIRECTORY?

LOGOUT—BAD PERMDIR
PERMANENT DIRECTORY?

USER: VV
GIVE PASSWORD

TEMPORARY DIRECTORY?

VV
COMMAND PROCESSOR HERE

LOGOUT
23:46:56 10/20/71
CONNECT TIME = 2669856.
CPU TIME = 2934412.
FIXED ECS = 9411345285.
MOT SLOTS = 0.
SWAPPED ECS = 10487304736.
TEMP DISK = 0.
MONEY = $1.626
GOOD DAY
WAIT, ↑
FIN
COMMAND PROCESS OR HERE
!LOGOUT
TSS WILL BIT DUST IN 1 MIN. FOR 10 MIN. GENE
14:09:09 08/31/71
CONNECT TIME = 6142254
CPU TIME = 756146452
FIXED ECS = 60645276041
MOT SLOTS = 0
SWAPPED ECS = 0
TEMP DISK = 0
MONEY = 17453
GOOD DAY

~ 27 minutes

~ $7.98

Eliza
CAL TSS VERSION 2.0
PERMANENT DIRECTORY?
.GUEST
GIVE PASS WORD
.
TEMPORARY DIRECTORY?
.VANCE
COMMAND PROCESSOR HERE
!SCOPE
14:25:03 08/26/71 SCOP3.2C OF 08/01/71
>FIN
COMMAND PROCESSOR HERE
!LOGOUT
14:25:26 08/26/71
CONNECT TIME= 107462
CPU TIME = 44157740
FIXED ECS = 1063532217
MOT SLOTS = 0
SWAPPED ECS = 0
TEMP DISK = 0
MONEY = 1040
GOOD DAY

51¢
CAL TSS VERSION 2.0
PERMANENT DIRECTORY?
.USER: W
GIVE PASS WORD
.ORBL
TEMPORARY DIRECTORY?
.VANCE
COMMAND PROCESSOR HERE
ISCOPE 40000
14:46:49 08/26/71 SCOP32C OF 08/01/71
> RUN
COMPILED TRIV
> FIN
COMMAND PROCESSOR HERE
!LOGOUT
14:47:16 08/26/71
CONNECT TIME = 104245
CPU TIME = 73026615
FIXED ECS = 1031717033
MOT SLOTS = 0
SWAPPED ECS = 0
TEMP DISK = 0
MONEY = 1553
GOOD DAY

compile (only)

Trivial Fortran

884
13
109
875
CAL TSS VERSION 2.0
PERMANENT DIRECTORY?
.USER: VV
GIVE PASS WORD
OLUME 1
TEMPORARY DIRECTORY?
.VANCE
COMMAND PROCESSOR HERE
!SCOPE 40000
14:41:20 08/26/71 SCOPE320 OF 08/01/71
>RUN
    COMPILING TRIV
>lgo
BEGIN EXECUTION TRIV
TRIVIA SPEAKING, WHO'S THERE?
>ME
GOODBYE, ME
END TRIV
>FIN
COMMAND PROCESSOR HERE
!LOGOUT
14:42:19 08/26/71
CONNECT TIME= 200606
CPU TIME = 1405.12155
FIXED ECS = 17655 763-72
OPT SLOTS = 0
SWAPPED ECS = 0
TEMP DISK = 0
MONEY = 2636
GOOD DAY

$1.44

2636
22
179
1438

compile or trvrd
tmm
CAL TSS VERSION 2.0

.TSS: WW
.BIV
.WS
TEMPORARY DIRECTORY?
.VANCE
COMMAND PROCESSOR HERE
!SERV
SERVICES HERE
*MCAP TSS: ECS: SUBPROC TEMPDIR: SUBPROC
*CHAIN TEMPDIR TSS: XTEXT
*FIN
COMMAND PROCESSOR HERE
!SCOPE 40000
14:49:12 08/26/71 SCP032C 0F 08/01/71
>NOMPASS, I = SUBPROC, S = 0
ASSEMBLING SUBPROC
ASSEMBLING SUBPROC
ASSEMBLY COMPLETE.
>FIN
COMMAND PROCESSOR HERE
!LOGOUT
14:51:38 08/26/71
CONNECT TIME = 530321
CPU TIME = 537707514
FIXED ECS = 5227435256
NOT SLOTS = 0
SWAPPED ECS = 0
TEMP DISK = 0
MONEY = 12130
GOOD DAY

$5.21
10
81
651
5208

Big Scope
CAL TSS VERSION 2.0
PERMANENT DIRECTORY?
  .GUEST
GIVE PASS WORD
  .
TEMPORARY DIRECTORY?
  .VANCE
COMMAND PROCESSOR HERE
!LOGOUT
14:23:29 08/26/71
CONNECT TIME= 12160
CPU TIME = 6177616
FIXED ECS = 120347620
MOT SLOTS = 0
SWAPPED ECS = 0
TEMP DISK = 0
MONEY = 135
GOOD DAY
CAL\SS VERSION 2.0
15:43:20 09/13/71
PERMANENT DIRECTORY?
TEMPORARY DIRECTORY?
>VANCE2
COMMAND PROCESSOR HERE
!XSERV
SERVICES HERE
:CHARGES
16:39:04 09/13/71
CONNECT TIME = 3236193.
CPU TIME = 2189103.
FIXED ECS = 13109821894.
MOT SLOTS = 0.
SWAPPED ECS = 11683345408.
EMP DISK = 0.
MONEY = $2.764
*CHARGES
17:44:27 09/13/71
CONNECT TIME = 7067773.
CPU TIME = 2351263.
FIXED ECS = 28631552474.
MOT SLOTS = 0.
SWAPPED ECS = 25415728128.
EMP DISK = 0.
MONEY = $55.891
FIN
COMMAND PROCESSOR HERE
!LOGOUT
17:44:50 09/13/71
CONNECT TIME = 7062979.
CPU TIME = 3367537.
FIXED ECS = 28721508980.
MOT SLOTS = 0.
SWAPPED ECS = 25495318016.
TEMP DISK = 0.
MONEY = $55.966
GOOD @AY
CONNECT TIME = 3571405.
CPU TIME = 73652638.
FIXED ECS = 14467761655.
MOT SLOTS = 0.
SWAPPED ECS = 12858377728.
TEMP DISK = 0.
MONEY = $7.281
!
16:45:42 09/13/71
CONNECT TIME = 3587879.
CPU TIME = 73300770.
FIXED ECS = 14534497829.
MOT SLOTS = 0.
SWAPPED ECS = 12917413376.
TEMP DISK = 0.
MONEY = $7.303
!
16:45:59 09/13/71
CONNECT TIME = 3603957.
CPU TIME = 73946788.
FIXED ECS = 14599629307.
MOT SLOTS = 0.
SWAPPED ECS = 12975036928.
TEMP DISK = 0.
MONEY = $7.324
!

1 hour of editing

13 Apr '71
CONNECT TIME = 1229869.
CPU TIME = 88564361.
FIXED ECS = 4982203370.
MOT SLOTS = 0.
SWAPPED ECS = 10205876768.
EMP DISK = 0.
MONEY = $6.597
GOOD DAY

20 minutes of REACT +
EUZA by marvin.
13 Sept '71
GOOD DAY

14:54:11 09/17/71

COMMAND PROGRESS HERE

EXECUTES

14:54:11 09/17/71 SCOPED OF 08/27/71

WITH

COMMAND PROGRESS HERE

EXECUTES

14:54:58 09/17/71

CONNECT TIME = 165045
CPU TIME = 240511
MIXED ECO = 94108175

NOTE

14:55:17 09/17/71 SCOPED OF 09/27/71

JOIN

COMPILING TRIV

WITH

COMMAND PROGRESS HERE

EXECUTES

14:55:56 09/17/71

CONNECT TIME = 165045
CPU TIME = 240511
MIXED ECO = 94108175

NOTE

14:56:47 09/17/71

CONNECT TIME = 155445
CPU TIME = 237662
MIXED ECO = 94108175

NOTE

14:57:42 09/17/71 SCOPED OF 09/27/71

LOG

BEGIN EXECUTION TRIV

TRIVIA SPEAKING, WHO'S THERE?

GOODBYE, FLIP

END TRIV

WITH

COMMAND PROGRESS HERE

EXECUTES

14:58:14 09/17/71

CONNECT TIME = 240511
CPU TIME = 40284114
MIXED ECO = 94108175

NOTE

14:59:29 09/17/71

CONNECT TIME = 155445
CPU TIME = 237662
MIXED ECO = 94108175

NOTE

14:59:48 09/17/71 SCOPED OF 09/27/71

JOIN

COMPILING TRIV

WITH

COMMAND PROGRESS HERE

EXECUTES

14:59:58 09/17/71

CONNECT TIME = 240511
CPU TIME = 40284114
MIXED ECO = 94108175

NOTE

15:00:14 09/17/71

CONNECT TIME = 155445
CPU TIME = 237662
MIXED ECO = 94108175

NOTE

15:00:20 09/17/71

CONNECT TIME = 155445
CPU TIME = 237662
MIXED ECO = 94108175

NOTE

15:00:40 09/17/71 SCOPED OF 09/27/71

LOG

BEGIN EXECUTION TRIV

TRIVIA SPEAKING, WHO'S THERE?

FINALIZE

GOODBYE, STORAGE

END TRIV

WITH

COMMAND PROGRESS HERE

EXECUTES

15:01:14 09/17/71

CONNECT TIME = 240511
CPU TIME = 40284114
MIXED ECO = 94108175

NOTE

15:02:23 09/17/71

CONNECT TIME = 155445
CPU TIME = 237662
MIXED ECO = 94108175

NOTE

15:02:42 09/17/71

CONNECT TIME = 155445
CPU TIME = 237662
MIXED ECO = 94108175

NOTE

15:02:58 09/17/71 SCOPED OF 09/27/71

JOIN

COMPILING TRIV

WITH

COMMAND PROGRESS HERE

EXECUTES

15:03:14 09/17/71

CONNECT TIME = 240511
CPU TIME = 40284114
MIXED ECO = 94108175

NOTE

15:04:29 09/17/71

CONNECT TIME = 155445
CPU TIME = 237662
MIXED ECO = 94108175

NOTE

15:05:48 09/17/71 SCOPED OF 09/27/71

JOIN
TSS NOW UP
JPG READ HERE
+DUMP
DISK AUDITED
RECOVERY COMPLETE
MOUNT NEXT TSS DUMP TAPE
ENTER VISUAL REEL NUMBER
8653
VER= 8653, 00 ERRORS WHEN LAST WRITTEN
VERIFY
YES
LOG VISUAL REEL NUMBER, DATE, AND TIME.
8653 09/13/71 05:53:05
MOUNT NEXT TSS DUMP TAPE
ENTER VISUAL REEL NUMBER
8654
VER= 8654, 00 ERRORS WHEN LAST WRITTEN
VERIFY
YES
DISK DUMP TAPE SUCCESSFULLY WRITTEN
DUMP COMPLETE
TSS NOW UP
JPG READ HERE
+TSS NOW UP
JPG READ HERE
+LOAD
DO YOU REALLY WANT TO LOAD DISK?
+YESLOAD
LOADING
ENTER VISUAL REEL NUMBER, DATE AND TIME OF DUMP
REEL=MM/DD/YY,HH:MM:SS
8653/09/13/71 05:53:05
MOUNT VOL 1 OF TSS DISK DUMP MADE 09/13/71 05:53:05
MOUNT VOL 2 OF TSS DISK DUMP MADE 09/13/71 05:53:05
TAPE READING CONCLUDED, BEGIN POINTER ADJUSTMENT
POINTER ADJUSTMENT COMPLETED, RECOVER ON NEXT DEADSTART
LOAD COMPLETE
CAL TSS VERSION 2.0
10133:98 09/13/71
PERMANENT DIRECTORY?
+GUEST
GIVE PASSWORD
GUEST
TEMPORARY DIRECTORY?
+JERRY
COMMAND PROCESSOR HERE
ID=PPS
DUMP SCANNER VER 2.0
MOUNT DUMP TAPE
READY
TYPE=1917
ECS 0001816 00000000006120353355 00000000006130351542
READY
TYPE=351584
ECS 0351584 000000000000000001030 000000000000000000000
READY
TYPE=351542
ECS 0351542 177700000000100353366 000000000000100000411
READY
PRINT=0,353366,46000
READY
FIN
COMMAND PROCESSOR HERE
IF=PRINTER DUMP
TSS DISK SYSTEM PRINTER DRIVER VER 4.1
ENTER TITLE LINE
DUMP OF FILE PM3 CLOSE CRASH
SCOPE FORMAT CONVENTIONS?
YES
EVCH CLEARED
PRINTING...
COMMAND PROCESSOR HERE
IN=PSU
SERVICES HERE
+ELIST TILIST
JERRY
OWNERSHIP DIRECTORY
FLXXX
OWNERSHIP DIRECTORY
+CHARGES
13356146 09/13/71
CPU TIME = 64992473 = 3.61
FIXED ECS = 54392871104 = 3.34
NOT SLOTS = 0
.snapshot ECS = 43234668544 = 5.04
TEMP DISK = 0
KMPX = 313357

3.3 kva
3.61